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Abstract 
Statistics in education are useful for solving problems faced by teachers in classroom learning activities, such as 
collecting test result data, processing them, and presenting them in a report card. Therefore, prospective teachers 
need to have good statistical literacy skills. However, many prospective teachers still have difficulty 
understanding it, especially those who do not have a good background in math skills. This condition occurs in 
prospective teachers in the Islamic Religious Education department. This study aims to describe the statistical 
literacy of prospective teachers in the Islamic Religious Education Department based on statistical literacy 
indicators. The research is expected to describe the statistical literacy skills of students so that they can be used 
as material for further research. This research uses the descriptive qualitative method. The subjects in this study 
were 32 students. Data collection was carried out by providing statistical literacy tests. The results showed that 
81.25% of students were able to understand statistical data which was displayed in the form of a line diagram; 
87.50% of students can present the data in the appropriate diagram, and only 37.50% of students are able to 
interpret the data from the given cases. 
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Abstrak  
Statistik dalam pendidikan berguna untuk memecahkan masalah yang dihadapi guru dalam kegiatan 
pembelajaran di kelas, seperti mengumpulkan data hasil tes, mengolahnya, dan menyajikannya dalam buku 
raport. Oleh karena itu, calon guru perlu memiliki keterampilan literasi statistik yang baik. Namun, banyak calon 
guru masih kesulitan memahaminya, terutama mereka yang tidak memiliki latar belakang keterampilan 
matematika yang baik. Kondisi ini terjadi pada calon guru di jurusan Pendidikan Agama Islam.  Penelitian ini 
bertujuan untuk mendeskripsikan literasi statistika calon guru di Jurusan Pendidikan Agama Islam berdasarkan 
indikator literasi statistika. Penelitian ini diharapkan dapat mendeskripsikan keterampilan literasi statistika 
mahasiswa sehingga dapat digunakan sebagai bahan penelitian selanjutnya. Penelitian ini menggunakan metode 
kualitatif deskriptif. Subjek dalam penelitian ini adalah 32 siswa. Pengumpulan data dilakukan dengan 
memberikan tes literasi statistik. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan 81,25% siswa mampu memahami data statistik 
yang ditampilkan dalam bentuk diagram garis; 87,50% siswa dapat menyajikan data dalam diagram yang sesuai, 
dan hanya 37,50% siswa yang mampu menginterpretasikan data dari kasus yang diberikan. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Statistics played a very important role in various human activities during the industrial revolution 
4.0 era. Statistics has become one of the key areas of study in the modern world of information and big 
data. Statistical literacy has been recognized as an important knowledge to be practiced by all people in 
today's information society (Yotongyos et al., 2015). Statistics have become an important component of 
the mathematics curriculum in the last three decades (Franklin et al., 2007). There has been a great 
interest in the field of Statistics Education. Learning statistics are concerned with ensuring that students 
understand statistical ideas and are able to apply them in real world situations (Reid & Petocz, 2002; 
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Songsore & White, 2018; Tishkovskaya & Lancaster, 2010) . According to recent studies (Chance, 2002;   
Gal, 2002; Joan Garfield & Gal, 1999; Schield, 2004; Pfannkuch & Wild Chris, n.d., 1999; delMas, 
2002), there has been intensive research regarding statistical thinking, statistical literacy and statistical 
reasoning. The three notions, statistical literacy, statistical reasoning and statistical thinking, are 
inherently fuzzy and unambiguous in defining and discriminating from one another (Nikiforidou et al., 
2010).  
Advances in technology and modern methods of data analysis and increasingly easy access to 
information led to the development of materials focused on the introduction of statistical concepts in the 
primary school curriculum. In recent years, there have been an expansion and renewal of the statistics 
content in the mathematics curricula in many countries through all school grade levels from primary to 
secondary levels (Newton et al., 2011). “Data Analysis and Probability" as one of the five standard 
content contents (Principles, 2000). In the United States, Secretary’s Commission on Achieving 
Necessary Skills (of Labor. Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills, 1991), 
recommends establishing a benchmark to inform statistical education at the secondary level as a 
provision for students in the world of work  (Gal, 2002) concern was about adults in society, as was that 
of (Wallman, 1993; Moreno, 2002; Utts, 2003; Scheaffer, 2003). There is broad agreement that in an 
increasingly quantitative world having an understanding of statistical information and being able to 
interpret and act on that information is essential (for Europe & of the European Communities, 2007). 
Petty describes the use of social media as a medium to convey the message of the importance of 
statistical literacy for students and the wider community (Petty, 2010;  Makar et al., 2014). 
In Indonesia, Statistics is one of the materials that students must learn. Statistics is even studied at 
all levels of education, from primary education to higher education. In higher education, statistics are 
given to students as a provision of knowledge in the research process that they will do, starting from 
research planning, data collection process, data analysis, to making conclusions (Nurizzati, 2014). 
Current research trends and challenges in statistical education emphasize the learning process, teaching, 
and the design of learning trajectories (Ben-Zvi & Makar, 2016; Jatisunda et al., 2020). Statistics equips 
students to have the ability to think logically, critically, creatively, and systematically and be able to 
produce individuals who can carry out research (Wahyuni & Fauziah, 2015). Statistics acts as a tool to 
handle quantitative data obtained from research (Munah Hartuti & Widyasari, 2016) Statistics learning 
in Higher Education aims to make students aware of the importance of understanding data; can 
understand the basic concepts of statistics and their terminology; know how to collect data and the ability 
to describe it; have data interpretation skills, and as a basis for communication (Rumsey, 2002). For 
prospective teacher students, statistics are important for solving learning problems in class. In statistics 
education is needed starting from the activities in the laboratory, research to various activities in the 
management of learning (Sariningsih & Herdiman, 2017). Statistics are important to be understood by 
prospective teacher students so that they can respond, understand, analyze, interpret, and make 
conclusions about various information related to statistics and can give meaning to problems raised 
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through statistical information in various literacy media (Johannis Takaria & Talakua, 2018). Students 
will be familiar with statistical activities, begin to get used to thinking statistics, and take a statistical 
stance, so students will have a statistical tendency (attitude) in solving problems and making decisions 
about the problems they face. Once the importance of the benefits of statistics for students, the 
understanding of statistics needs to be a concern. Students need to have statistical literacy skills, not 
only to complete their studies, more than that statistical literacy is needed when they enter the workforce. 
Statistics Literacy is the ability to comprehend and evaluate critically the results of statistics that 
occur in our daily lives (Kilpatrick, 1993). Statistical literacy is the ability to understand statistical 
language: words, symbols, and terms. Able to interpret graphs and tables, and be able to read and 
understand statistics in the news, media, polls, etc. (Garfield, 1999; Hovermill et al., 2014;  Takaria & 
Rumahlatu, 2016). Statistical literacy includes basic and primary skills that can be used in understanding 
statistical information or research results. These skills include being able to manage data, create and 
present tables, and work with different data interpretations. Statistical literacy also includes 
understanding concepts, vocabulary, and symbols, as well as an understanding of probability as a 
measure of uncertainty (Ben-Zvi, D. & Garfield, 2004). Hayden defines statistical literacy as the skills 
a person needs to deal with probability and statistical problems that arise in everyday life (Hayden, R., 
n.d.). Statistical literacy involves creating, evaluating and using products that use words, numbers, and 
graphs together to communicate messages. It includes skills in making and using these products  (S 
Forbes, M Camden, n.d.). Having statistical literacy will provide comfort in making quantitative 
decisions that arise on a job and other issues in life (Moh. Hafiyusholeh, n.d.). 
If examined more deeply, one of the goals of statistics courses is statistical literacy. Therefore, the 
purpose of this study is to describe how students' statistical literacy is by analyzing student answers 
following the indicators of statistical literacy abilities that have been set. 
METHOD 
This research is a descriptive qualitative study, research that describes in full the social setting to 
explore and clarify a phenomenon, by describing the measured variables  (Gall et al., 1996). This 
research is a case study of 28 participant of Islamic Education students of one of the universities in 
Majalangka in 2019. This research instrument is a question made based on statistical literacy indicators. 
Data were collected through analysis of the Midterm Examination. To obtain the validity of the data 
from the statistical literacy test results, data triangulation was carried out, namely by conducting 
observations and interviews with research subjects regarding the answers that had been written. 
Interviews were conducted using a structured interview guide to investigate statistical literacy skills. 
The process of data analysis in this study refers to with the steps of data reduction (Miles et al., 1994), 
data exposure, and drawing conclusions and verification. 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
To explore and describe the statistical literacy of prospective teacher students in reading statistical 
data, presenting statistical data, and presenting the results of statistical data processing, the statistical 
literacy test task is given as follows: In general, the results of students' statistical literacy abilities as 
presented in Table 1.  
Table 1. Statistics Literacy Capabilities 
Indicator Percentage 
Understanding statistical data 
Present statistical data 





Understanding statistical data  
In this statistical literacy indicator students are required to be able to describe the data displayed in 
a line diagram. This is to stimulate student communication skills in writing and develop the ability to 
describe data according to the graphical info provided. Following are the problems given in the indicator 
(see picture 1). 
 
Picture 1. Questions for indicators of understanding statistical data 
 
In the question above (picture 1), students are asked to make interpretations of the data presented in the 
graph and make conclusions. 
Based on the results of students in answering these questions, as much as 81.25% of students are 
able to describe complete data starting from extreme data that is maximum and minimum for each 
electronic product, to conclude the sales trends of the three products. This shows that students are able 
to communicate in writing well. The remaining 18.75% have not been able to provide analysis and 
conclusions. They only describe improvise, namely only describing tablets as electronic products that 
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have the best sales trends without adding descriptions and more detailed analysis related to the data 
presented. 
Based on the results of observations on students who have difficulty with this problem it is identified 
that these students tend to be less active in class or in discussion groups. In addition, the initial ability 
factor, namely the ability of mathematics to support the acquisition of statistical concepts they have, is 
still weak. 
Present Statistical Data 
In this statistical literacy indicator students are required to understand information from the data 
displayed and present it again in the form of an appropriate graph. This process requires accuracy in 
understanding the characteristics of the data. Whether the data presented is continuous or categorical 
data. Here is a matter of the statistical literacy indicator (see picture 2). 
 
Picture 2. Questions for indicators of present statistical data 
 
The above question (picture 2) illustrates data on the proportion of Indonesia's population that has 
access to proper and sustainable sanitation services during the 2015-2018 period based on their 
residence. In this problem, students are asked to change the data presented in the table into diagrams 
and make interpretations of the data provided. 
Based on the results of student tests in answering these questions, as much as 87.50% of students 
are able to present the data provided in the form of line charts. While 12.50% of students are still 
mistaken in presenting data in the appropriate diagrams. They make the mistake of presenting data 
through bar charts and pie charts. This shows that students are not careful in understanding the 
characteristics of the data. If referring to the data in the table given in the problem, the data shows 
continuity in terms of time, so that when it will be presented in the form of diagrams, the most 
appropriate diagram is to use a line diagram. Through the line diagram can be seen progress variables 
that are observed from time to time during a certain period. 
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Present The Results of Statistical Data Processing 
This statistical literacy indicator, students are required to provide logical arguments about a given 
case. To solve this problem students are asked to use various data sizes to arrive at the correct conclusion. 
Here are the problems with the indicator (see picture 3.). 
 
Picture 3. Questions for indicators of present the results of statistical data processing 
 
The question above (picture 3) begins with a story about Mr. Amin sells meatballs and mixed ice. 
During August the average profit from selling meatballs and mixed ice was 725,000 and 525,000 with 
standard deviations of 55,000 and 40,000, respectively. on August 31, Mr. Amin earned 950,000 from 
selling meatballs and 700,000 from selling mixed ice. In this question, students are asked to determine 
the best sale between meatballs and mixed ice on that date with their reasons. 
Based on the results of student tests in answering the questions above, it is known that most students 
still have difficulty in answering these questions. As many as 62.50% of students incorrectly answered 
the questions above. From the results of examining student answer sheets, the mistake is that most 
students have not been able to determine the appropriate statistical measures for the case above. In 
addition, there are also some students who have not been able to provide interpretations and draw 
conclusions from the results of their calculations. The remaining 37.50% of students were right in 
answering the questions above. The student is able to interpret the results and make conclusions based 
on the results obtained. 
From the results of interviews with several students, it was found that they had difficulty identifying 
what information was implied in the questions and what they wanted to ask. They have difficulty 
expressing their own opinions according to the available data or the possible predictions that exist in the 
data. This condition has an impact on students' difficulties in determining the appropriate solution 
method for the given problem. So that most students seem difficult to answer statistical literacy questions 
with indicators presenting the results of statistical data processing. 
CONCLUSION  
Based on the previous description, it was found that as much as 81.25% of students are able to read 
the data displayed in the form of line charts. 87.50% of students are able to present data in a diagram 
that is in accordance with the data provided; and only 37.50% of students are able to interpret data from 
a given case. Thus, it can be concluded that most of them are able to understand statistical data and 
present it in other forms, but they still have difficulty interpreting the results of statistical data processing 
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and making conclusions based on these results. The results of this study must certainly be thought 
material for statistics lecturers to pay more attention to these difficulties, so that prospective teachers 
are more skilled in concluding statistical data. 
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